2002 Beltway Bandits
Round 5
Questions by Pittsburgh, Carnegie Mellon, and UMBC

I would like to use this space to point out that one of the tossups I was sadly unable to use from the CMU pack contained the phrase "emu jerky".

TOSSUPS

1. He is the 22nd-greatest sports figure from West Virginia of the 20th Century. Although he was never on a Wheaties box, Kevin Nealon of "Weekend Update" reported that he was on a special commemorative package of Twinkies. He made his debut on April 7, 1986 with the San Diego Padres, and went on to have a .309 batting average in 122 appearances that season despite only hitting four home runs. For ten points, what portly first baseman, better known as a Philly, now regularly appears on Tom Arnold's "The Best Damn Sports Show, Period"?
Answer: John Kruk

2. Some of the narrator's occupations would appear to be as your imaginary friend or the beat in your heart. Somewhat less conceivably he also seems to be sunshine and moonlight. These seem to be rationalizations though, as the narrator explains to his child that he isn't really all that far away after all. Name, FTP, this country hit for Lonestar.
Answer: I'm already there

3. His friends include Surly Duck, the Pat-Pat Monkey King, Little Eddie Dentures, and Enoch, the Bible Quoting Aardvark. He first appeared on Saturday mornings on station KREL in 1989 before his creator, former kindergarten teacher Nancy Goidruff, sold the rights in 1991. Since then, he has had his own national TV show, sixteen records, two theatrical films, eight prime-time specials, a library of priced to own videocassettes, and bicoastal theme parks. Oh, I forgot: he has his own magazine. For ten points, identify this fast food icon of the View Askew universe, whose board members get snuffed out in Dogma.
Answer: Mooby the Golden Calf

4. Its television program will sport a new, high-tech studio this season, including new GPS tracking technology provided by MapTech. Hosted by Jerry McKinnis and Tommy Sanders and produced by JM Asscociates for ESPN2, the hopes are the new technology will launch its sport into the 21st century in its second season on ESPN Outdoors. FTP, name this program, a staple of morning cable TV and premiere fishing coverage.
Answer: Bassmasters

5. Once a “playground lawyer” who was disbarred for violating the Fischer-Richards Act, he established the Lakewood Hills neighborhood dog and cat safety fund to purchase name-brand liquor, as he tends to run over pets when forced to drink cheap cough syrup. In the past year, we’ve met his descendant MMD3 in a special “2101” edition and seen him test facial scrub on the customers of his route. FTP, name this despised nemesis of Karen in Max Cannon’s Red Meat.
Answer: Milkman Dan

6. Playing in Eclipse Park, they won only one AA title, in 1890; they later joined the NL but were contracted in 1899 despite finishing ahead of the Giants, Senators, and Spiders. The NFL team with this name existed only in 1926 and was outscored 108-0 in four games. The ABA team, starring Dan Issel and Artis Gilmore, played in Freedom Hall and won the 1975 title but weren’t able to join the NBA. FTP give the name the Grizzlies would have taken if they had moved to Louisville and sold naming rights to Tricon.
Answer: Louisville Colonels (or Kentucky Colonels)

7. She's acted in the movies Bio-Dome, Street Fighter, The Delinquents, and Moulin Rouge! along with the Australian soap opera "Neighbors". Her singing career began in 1987 when a record executive heard her rendition of "The Loco-Motion". Since then she has recorded 5 albums and a greatest hits album. She's set records in the UK with 20 consecutive top-ten hits. FTP, name this singer who has recorded such songs as "Confide in Me", "Where the Wild Roses Grow", "Some Kind of Bliss", "Tears On My Pillow", and the recent "Can't Get You Out Of My Head".
Answer: Kylie (Ann) Minogue

8. He is a product of an interspecies rape, an union that has left him with a self-destructive physiology and a hatred of his father’s people. The desire for revenge has manifested itself in his quest for the ultimate weapon: wormhole technology. He found his solution in the mind of a human astronaut who unluckily found himself briefly trapped in the Aurora Chair. FTP, name this Peacekeeper archnemesis of John Crichton, played by Wayne Pygram on the SciFi’s channel’s Farscape.
Answer: Scorpius

9. A dispute with the WGA and the studio concering this movie led to one of its writers being credited under the pseudonym Richard Wiesz. This 1998 movie had the largest single concentration of actors who played villains in James Bond movies ever. It also destroyed 80 cars in one of its famous scenes. For ten points, name this John Frankenheimer film starring Sean Bean, Michael Lonsdale, Jonathan Pryce, and Robert DeNiro.
Answer: Ronin

10. Located in the Horsehead Nebula, it became a myth after the Galactic economy collapsed and its sole industry could no longer be supported. Home to a lover of fjords and an ancient missile defense system, this fictional planet is the final resting place of a bowl of petunias and a sperm whale. FTP, name this "...most improbable planet that ever existed", the location of the construction of Earth mk. I and II, featured in Douglas Adams' Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.
Answer: Magrathea

11. By Inkubus Sukkubus on Vampyre Erotica. By The Residents on Dot.Com. By W.A.S.P. on W.A.S.P. By Echo and the Bunnymen on Bedbugs and Ballyhoo. By Eric Burdon and The Animals on Winds of Change. By Tracy Lawrence on the compilation Stone Country. By Gob on the soundtrack to Stir of Echoes. By U2 on the single Who’s Gonna Ride Your Wild Horses. The original version can be found on the Rolling Stones’ Aftermath. FTP, identify this rock staple, featured in the closing credits of Full Metal Jacket and the opening credits of “Tour of Duty.”
Answer: "Paint it Black"

12. It was invented in 1985 by a CEO, Michael Lerner, and became the first hit product for Lerner’s company, Safety First. Lerner warned that it should be removed when not immediately applicable and that it served two functions: to alert rescue workers of the presence of the mentioned type of person and to encourage safe driving among others. FTP, identify this once-popular car window sign, named for the phrase which it displayed, the inspiration for a hit by the Be-Sharps.
Answer: the Baby on Board sign

13. The first was Ari Lehman. Warrington Gilette and Steve Daskawisz were both the second. Richard Brooker came third, followed by Ted White and Tom Morga, who were fourth and fifth, respectively, though neither received credit. Number six came in 1986, in the form of C.J. Graham. The seventh incarnation appeared in 1988, though he would need help in 1989 in the form of Timothy Burr Mirkovich, number eight. FTP, identify this psychopath, portrayed in four films by stuntman Kane Hodder, including his scheduled return to the big screen in late March 2002, the villain of "Friday XIII."
Answer: Jason Vorhees

14. While Glenn Patterson failed to advance from the qualifying round in his event at the Salt Lake Games, he still made history by being the first of his countrymen to not finish last. Despite this, he may not be able to match the popularity of his country's last competitor. FTP name Patterson's most famous predecessor, the British ski jumper who finished dead last at the Calgary Olympics.
Answer: Eddie "The Eagle" Edwards

15. The house only has a 1.41 percent advantage on this bet, the lowest in the game. If the shooter can hit his point after the come-out roll or hits 7 or 11 on the come-out roll, it pays 1:1, but if the shooter gets craps on the come-out roll or hits 7 after the come-out roll, it loses. To place the bet, just look for the outermost area of the table. FTP, name this bet suggested to rookie players of craps, in which you bet with the shooter.
Answer: Pass Line

16. He was declared dead and had to get himself declared alive. He suffered a nervous breakdown in "Goodbye, Farewell, and Amen," unable to cope with the stress of his profession for so long. He and Hotlips almost fell in love when Hotlips got proof her husband was cheating, but he spent most of the 11 years of the Korean War single and pining for his home in Crabapple Cove, Maine. For ten points, name the character, an Army Captain, played by Donald Sutherland and Alan Alda in the movie and TV show M*A*S*H.
Answer: Capt. Benjamin Franklin “Hawkeye” Pierce (accept either)

17. It allowed the Pirates to acquire Roberto Clemente and more recently has allowed entrance to the majors for Alberto Castillo and Glen Barker. Any players acquired through it must be carried on the major league roster for the entirety of the next season, or the drafting team must return the player and half of the fifty thousand dollar fee. FTP, name this portion of the Professional Baseball Agreement which allows teams to draft players who have been in other teams’ farm systems for more than three years without being called up to the majors.
Answer: Rule V (there’s no reason to say Rule V instead of Rule 5, but sportswriters do)

18. It was launched in 1946 with four products: Super Rich All Purpose Creme, Creme Pack, Cleansing Oil, and Skin Lotion. Its first fragrance was 1953’s innovative Youth Dew, a bath oil that doubled as a perfume. Successive years also saw the introduction of in-house brands Aramis, Prescriptives, Origins, and Clinique. FTP, name this make-up company founded by Josephine Mentzer, who later changed her name to match her French-sounding company’s.
Answer: Estée Lauder

19. His short-lived acting career involved a two-part episode of "Barnaby Jones" and a touring production of “P. S. Your Cat is Dead”. He was given his break and began hosting the "LaLa Wood" TV show. He underwent liposuction once, but the doctor didn't clean the hose which was the same hose being used by the gardener, and ended up with Dutch Elm Disease of the thigh. Now he lives happily with his wife Dixie and four sons Morgan, Mason, Matthew and Modine. FTP, name this television host and Hollywood personality with the harp playing bandleader Adrien VanVoorhees.
A: Jiminy Glick

20. After viewing "Assisted Living Dracula", their leader believes he is being targeted by a Reverse Vampire Schoolbus. Actual villains they have faced include a mechanical rabbit with the ability to grow hair on everything, and a group of thieving leprechauns. These villains are generously provided by the laboratory of Dr. Weird, located on the South Jersey Shore. FTP Identify this crime fighting trio, composed of Master Shake, Frylocke, and Meatwad.
Answer: Aqua Teen Hunger Force

21. His main occupation is an inventor, but to supplement his income, he also takes in animal boarders and runs a window washing service. His notable inventions were a spaceship, a pair of automatic pants, and an automatic knitting machine. He lives alone, except for his dog, and at different periods, also a sheep and a penguin. He had to dump his girlfriend, Wendolene, because she didn’t like cheese. FTP, name this clay character, star of three animated shorts by Nick Park, and pal to Gromit.
Answer: Wallace

22. Callers on Chatterbox 109 radio include a woman morally opposed to telephones. Radio ads include “PetsOvernight.com: Delivering little bundles of love, in a box, straight to your door.” Joe Pantoliano of “The Matrix” and “Memento” and Michael Madsen of “Reservoir Dogs” are among the voice actors. These all describe aspects of a PlayStation 2 game that has been banned in Australia due to its violent subject matter. Released by Rockstar Games in October 2001 with an M rating from the ESRB, this is, for ten points, what game in which you must steal one of 81 cars to do a variety of missions?
Answer: Grand Theft Auto III

23. She is sent into the land in a sphere of light and asked whether she wants to fulfill her mission. She says yes, and is set about to find the sphere of light that will save the land. Along the way, she meets to new friends, but Murky and Lurky destroy a bridge on her way the castle that causes her and her friends to fall into the river. After climbing out of the river, she finds her power belt and a baby, who turns out to be the sphere of light. She then rescues the color kids, reaches the castle, and defeats the evil one. FTP, name this heroine who saves Rainbow Land.
Answer: Rainbow Brite
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BONI

1. 30-20-10 name the person
For 30. This Film Snot was a 1987 Roger Bacon High School graduate who in 4th grade pitched a movie idea to paramount, the title being Kiss in Las Vegas. It would, as it was planned, star the heavy metal band of the same name.
For 20. A projectionist since 1991, he has written nine scripts since college and eventually hopes to become a director.
For 10. He watches about 75 movies a year and once drove 2 and a half hours to see a 90 minute movie. He can currently be seen as Comedy Central’s Movie Geek.
Answer: Marc Edward Heuck (Prompt on Movie Geek)

2. Ah, bluegrass music, how sweet it is. For ten points each answer the following bluegrass questions.
A. Name the accomplished comic and writer who plays with banjo legend Earl Scruggs on the CD Earl Scruggs and Friends.
Answer: Steve Martin
B. A regular on Hee-Haw, this elderly star had a bluegrass hit with "Mountain Dew"
Answer: Grandpa Jones
C. This music group recorded the haunting Ashokan Farewell for Ken Burns' "The Civil War" they also composed a fiddle song about a nuclear plant meltdown.
Answer: Fiddle Fever

3. There has only been once in movie history when two people have had to share the best actress Oscar. For the stated number of points, first:
(10) Name the two actresses FFPE:
Answer: Barbara Streisand and Katharine Hepburn
(5) Name the year they won the Oscar for another five:
Answer: 1968
For five points for one, and fifteen for both, name the roles each played, Streisand in Funny Girl, and Hepburn in The Lion in Winter:
Answer: Fanny Brice (accept either) and Eleanor of Aquitaine

4. Yes, it's time for another bonus about stadia. Answer the following questions about stadium names gone wrong for ten points each.
10) This Internet company, which owns such properties as AltaVista, has yet to make its first payment on the naming rights to the New England Patriots' new stadium.
Answer: CMGI
10) Another Internet services company, this company hasn't missed a payment in three years despite filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. However, its imminent demise makes Baltimore Ravens fans unsure as to what to call their home stadium through 2018.
Answer: PsiNet
10) The St. Louis Rams once played at the TWA Dome, but the dome now bears this name following a buyout by rival American Airlines.
Answer: The Dome at America’s Center

5. Identify these friends of Sanrio’s beloved mascot, Hello Kitty, FTPE.
10) Born on July 10th, this frog lives in a big house on the edge of Donut Pond. He loves to play games, especially baseball and boomerangs.
Answer: Keroppi
10) Born on February 29th, he is the most popular purebred in the neighborhood, and the best three-on-three basketball player. Name this vegetarian canine.
Answer: Pochacco
10) This mischievous penguin was born on April 1st. He also has a pet alligator named Pochi.
Answer: Badtz-Maru

6. Answer these related questions about infamous events involving America’s favorite fashion doll, for ten points each.
(10) Sure, Barbie likes to shop, but the release of Teen Talk Barbie in 1992 made it crystal clear. She also vocalized her difficulties with this school subject, to the chagrin of parents and feminists everywhere.
Answer: Mathematics
(10) Soon after, this group sprang into action, switching voice chips between Barbies and G.I. Joes, resulting in Teen Talk Barbies that promised, “Vengeance is mine!”
Answer: The Barbie Liberation Organization
(10) This doll instantly became a hit from coast to coast, especially with gays, who didn’t need anyone to tell them what it was that he was wearing around his neck. The see-through mesh shirt and sleeveless purple jacket didn’t help, either.
Answer: Earring Magic Ken

7. Given lyrics, name the pop song FTPE, 5 if you need the artist.
10)" Tired of feelin’ all around me animosity Just worry about trust cause I'ma get mine, people can't you see"
5) N'Sync
Answer: Pop
10) " Baby, don't you wanna, dance upon me,/To another time and place. / Baby, don't you wanna, dance upon me,/Leaving behind my name, my age."
5) Britney Spears
Answer: I'm a Slave 4 U
10) ”live right now / just be yourself / it doesn't matter if that's good enough/ for someone else"
5) Jimmy Eat World
Answer: The Middle

8.30-20-10, name the college.
(30)	They lost 38-0 to Montana in the semifinals of the 2001 Division I-AA football playoffs.
(20)	It’s not Pitt, but its teams are known as the Panthers. On December 4, 2001, its basketball team upset a then-No.11 ranked in-state rival 78 to 76.
(10)	The alma mater of Kurt Warner, this school plays in the Missouri Valley Conference in basketball and is located in Cedar Falls.
Answer: University of Northern Iowa (do not prompt on "Iowa")

9. 40-30-20-10-5-1, identify the film from quotes.
(40) “Damn.”
(30) “Nipples for men.”
(20) “It’s so stimulating being your hat.”
(10) “Sarah, go back to your room. Play with your toys and your costumes.”
(5) 	“Through dangers untold and hardships unnumbered, I have fought my way here to the castle beyond the Goblin City to take back the child that you have stolen.”
(1)	“You don't by any chance know the way through this labyrinth, do you?”
Answer: Labyrinth

10. Not enough questions get written on the recurring characters from Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. FTPE name them from a brief description.
(10) Louise Fletcher played this highest Bajoran spiritual leader, a reactionary and master political manipulator. Unfortunately, at the series’ conclusion, she was left burning for eternity with the Pagh-Wraiths.
Answer: Kai Winn (prompt on "kai," accept "vedek Winn")
(10) Wallace Shawn played this acquisatory Ferengi leader, who served as Quark’s foil throughout the series. Upon his retirement as Grand Nagus, he appointed Rom as his successor.
Answer: Zek
(10)	Jeffrey Combs played this Vorta, servant to the Founders, who was not so much one man as a series of clones.
Answer: Weyoun

11. Answer the following about Da Brat FTSNP.
(10) First, name the Atlanta duo to whom Da Brat was introduced by Ed Lover and who in turn introduced Da Brat to svengali Jermaine Dupri.
Answer: Kris Kross
(10) This 2000 hit gives a blueprint for the ideal man, containing the lyrics "They know just what a woman need / Keep a big bank roll and a bag of weed / When it's time to go down they ain't scared to freak"
Answer: That's What I'm Looking For
(5) Name any two of Da Brat's three albums for five points each.
Answer: Funkdafied, Anothatantrum, and Unrestricted

12. Identify the movie where you'd find the main characters working at the following fast food establishments, for 10 points each. If you need to know the star of the film, you'll receive 5 points.
(10)	Big Edna’s Burger World
(5)	"Weird" Al Yankovic
Answer: UHF
(10) McDowell’s
(5) Eddie Murphy
Answer: Coming to America
(10) Winky Dinky Dog
(5) Robert Townsend
Answer: Hollywood Shuffle

13. One of the most memorable moments of women’s golf occurred in 1991, after the first major of the year. The winner of the Nabisco-sponsored tournament, now only one win away from the hall of fame, jumped into a greenside lake, unintentionally starting a trend. 
(10)	Name her.
Answer: Amy Alcott
(10)	Alcott also convinced the then-tournament namesake to jump in the lake with her. Name this woman, perhaps more famous as an actress and singer, and hostess of a 1950s and 60s variety show bearing her name.
Answer: Dinah Shore
(10)	For the final ten points, the Nabisco Dinah Shore is played each year at what country club in Rancho Mirage, CA?
Answer: Mission Hills

14. Answer these questions about the TV show "Home Movies" for the stated number of points.
A. FFP, name the main character, an eight year old would-be movie director.
Answer: Brendon Small
B. FFP, what is the name of Brendon's obnoxious soccer coach?
Answer: McGuirk
C. FTP, what comedienne voiced Brendon's mom for the first 5 episodes before being replaced by Janine Ditullio?
Answer: Paula Poundstone
D. FTP, who voices the reoccuring bully Shannon?
Answer: Emo Phillips

15. Name these books by Richard Scarry FTPE. 
(10)	Examples answering the title question include sailing, piloting planes, engaging in housework, and growing food.
Answer: What Do People Do All Day?
(10)	Over 1400 objects from around the globe are drawn and labeled in this book.
Answer: Richard Scarry’s Best World Book Ever
(10)	Preceding the Best World Book Ever by a year, this work in the same vein tells and illustrates thirty-three stories set in different places.
Answer: Richard Scarry’s Busy, Busy World

16. Name these Nick at Nite stars for 15 points from information about musical side projects of dubious wisdom or 5 points from clues about their TV work.
(15)	On a 1958 album where he Sings the Old Ones, this onetime vaudeville singer reprises “Carolina In The Mornin’” and “Melancholy Baby,” two songs which he debuted in the 1920s.
(5)	This hate-filled alcoholic played Fred Mertz on I Love Lucy.
Answer: William Frawley
(15)	“Try A Little Tenderness” from his album You're My Girl: Romantic Reflections made its way onto Golden Throats. After hearing the first album, everyone 	involved was happy when he fulfilled his two-album deal with Warner Brothers by producing an album of Pete Kelly jazz improv on which he does not appear.
(5)	His musical ouevre was recently collected as Just The Tracks, Ma’am, in reference to his television catchphrase.
Answer: Jack Webb

17. I'm Playing a Computer Game. Penny Arcade's Tycho and/or Gabe have something to say about it. I'll tell you what they're saying, you tell me what I'm playing. FTPE.
10) "I wanna play with your physics engine, you dirty little jeep. I don't know what inverse kinematics are, but DAMN they're sexy!"
Answer: Halo
10) "It will feature proprietary Fractal Boob Jubbling technology, allowing for real-time melon manipulation. They will case soft-edged shadows and use inverse nippomatics"
Answer: Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation
10) "Best Use of Smoky Shadow Guys who try to steal your princess, who might be blind or something, we're not really sure."
Answer: Ico

18. Answer these questions about this year's top college running backs FTPE.
A. This running back led the nation in scoring with 170 points and won the 2001 Doak Walker Award for the nation's best running back.
Answer: Luke Staley
B. He finished only 23 yards behind Staley this year, which he may have picked up if not for sitting out against Miami, a game that his team lost 18-7.
Answer: William Green
C. Staley looked like he would lead all Division I-A players in rushing this year until he broke his leg before BYU's game against Miami and this freshman from Nevada ran for 327 yards and 6 touchdowns against UTEP on November 24.
Answer: Chance Kretschmer

19. Answer these questions about Trevor Horn’s contributions to 80s music for the stated number of points.
(5) 	Before either of them hit the big time, Horn was a member of Camera Club with this man, who would go on to record “She Blinded Me with Silence.”
Answer: Thomas Dolby [or Thomas Morgan Robertson]
(5)	Horn left Camera Club to form The Buggles, recording this hit, which became the first video ever shown on MTV.
Answer: “Video Killed the Radio Star”
(10) Horn moved into album production in 1981. In 1983, he produced this Yes album, featuring the single “Owner of a Lonely Heart.”
Answer: 90125
(10) This group started out as Trevor Horn’s studio band. They later went on to record singles such as “Close (To the Edit),” “Paranoimia” (with Max Headroom), and a remake of Prince’s “Kiss” featuring Tom Jones.
Answer: The Art of Noise

20. Answer these questions about the Mel Brooks classic, Spaceballs FTPE.
10) There's only one man who would dare give Dark Helmet the raspberry. This is, of course, Lone Star. FTP, which actor portrayed Lone Star in the movie, and would later go on to play the president in ID4.
Answer: Bill Pullman
10) It's a Mel Brooks movie, so the man himself is bound to appear somewhere. FTP Brooks played what decisionally-challenged president of Planet Spaceball.
Answer: President Skroob
10) Though Spaceballs does not appear to have a subtitle, we are told by the wise Yogurt that Spaceballs 2 most certainly will. FTP, what is that subtitle?
Answer: The Search for More Money

21. Girlie Cartoon shows. For ten points each, tell us what girlie cartoon we're describing:  
A. Three girlfriends from Beverly High school take on numerous secret missions to, like save the world.    
Answer: Totally Spies
B. Jerrica Benton is the secret leader of a highly popular band.
Answer: Jem!
C. A spinoff of He-Man, this one focuses of the heroine that defends planet Etheria.
Answer: She-Ra

22. Name these derivatives of Am I Hot Or Not? for 10 points each.
(10)	This authorized spinoff asks viewers to explicity state which of several pictured candidates they’d most enjoy having intercourse with.
Answer: Stranger In Your Bed
(10)	This site allows viewers to rank the humor value in various pictures with a catchphrase from a Genesis game inserted.
Answer: Am I All Your Base Or Not?
(10)	In late 2000, Brunching Shuttlecocks launched this page featuring, among others,Dan Rather, Harry Browne, and Pat Buchanan in a giant fur coat.
Answer: Am I President or Not?

23. It’s a very dumb time to be going to college. Given a tagline from a 2001 or 2002 comedy about higher education, name it for 10 points. If you need a plot summary, you’ll get 5 points.
10) Don’t judge a book by its hair color!	
5) When a blonde sorority queen is dumped by her boyfriend, she decides to follow him to law school to get him back and, once there, learns she has more legal savvy than she ever imagined.
Answer: Legally Blonde
10) They’ve got their degrees all rolled up.
5) Two stoners smoke pot that has the unusual effect of increasing their IQs to the point that they're able to get into Harvard University. However, when they run out of their Super Mary Jane, they're left to fend for themselves at the prestigious institution without herbal aid.
Answer: How High
10) It’s not just a place. It’s a state of mind.
5) A guidance counselor mistakenly sends out the wrong transcripts to Stanford University under the name of an overachieving high school student. The student’s embarrassing older brother tries to set things right, and hilarity ensues. 
Answer: Orange County

